Haystax for Emergency Management
A complete planning and coordination system in the palm of your hand –
before, during and after a crisis
Achieve total emergency management awareness for any hazard
Leading emergency management organizations across the nation rely on Haystax web and mobile solutions to enable
multi-agency, multi-jurisdiction planning, response collaboration and recovery.
Be prepared for any hazard
Haystax pioneered the risk-based approach to disaster
preparedness and is currently one of the most widely deployed and
trusted systems for crisis pre-planning in a single integrated solution.
Pre-planning tools include an asset catalog for tracking geo-located
facilities, materials, vehicles and people, plus field assessment forms
that can be completed from mobile devices. The system has the
ability to import additional map layers in ESRI and other GIS formats
as well as hyper-local data like weather, traffic, video, CAD and other
feeds. News reports and social media posts also can be configured
in advance or ‘on the fly’ to find specific information for continuous
awareness monitoring at a moment’s notice.

Boundary-less emergency management
Our tightly integrated mobile applications enable incident
commanders to see their entire area of operations from any device
at any time, untethering them from the command post. Continuously
updated maps and timelines give them real-time visibility into critical
assets, scheduled events, incidents and numerous other data feeds,
so they can coordinate available resources with confidence during a
fast-moving emergency response and share continuous updates with
local stakeholders, partner agencies and political leaders.

Rapid response; rapid recovery
The Haystax system allows commanders to greatly expand their
partner agency networks and add response teams during a surge,
and our mobile apps are intuitive enough to be used within minutes
of activation. Haystax has also developed a series of mobile damage
assessment tools for rapidly collecting information soon after a crisis,
speeding post-disaster recovery and relief efforts. And all field teams
equipped with the mobile apps can be continuously tracked for rapid
reassignment once recovery efforts are underway.
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Customer Success Stories
Large Texas metropolitan area uses Haystax during crisis events
The Dallas/Fort Worth/Arlington (DFWA) Metroplex covers more
than 9,000 square miles and is home to upwards of six million people
and thousands of infrastructure assets. For many years, DFWA has
been using Haystax’s real-time regional threat and risk assessment
capabilities to serve multiple agencies and users — from analysts
in the intelligence fusion center to first responders on the ground.
Haystax’s mobile apps enable operations typically limited to fixed
command centers or tasks routinely performed using pen and paper

to be fully digitized. Haystax is a leader in implementing a risk-based
public-safety management system that enabled first responders
to more rapidly share and act on information across jurisdictional
boundaries. DFWA has achieved much better contextual situational
awareness during major tornadoes and other destructive events,
where prioritization of information is crucial.

Haystax for Emergency Management Benefits:
Intuitive visualizations:
See data in context, on a map or in a timeline

Expandable:
Add users ‘on the fly’

Boundary-less:
Exchange real-time information across jurisdictions

Use anywhere:
Seamless offline use when no signal is present

Get started with a free trial
The best way to get to know Haystax for Emergency Management is to get your hands on the actual product –
register for your free trial now on our website.
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